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Enlightenment. Peace and l.H. 
International House is a concept of priceless merit. Those of us 
lucky enough to liue here haue the opportunity to eHperience the 
different cultures and liues represented here which most people, insular 
in their own cities and countries, neuer think about let alone learn 
about. As our founding Warden, luor Cribb A.M., noted in the 1979 
edition of Kanyana, "The Constitution of UNESCO states: " ... since wars 
begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of 
peaces must be constructed." International Houses seeks to construct 
such defences and are dedicated to the hope "That Brotherhood May 
Preuail."" l.H. offers a great gift to us all - enlightenment and peace. 
We are all here to gain knowledge of one kind or another and by 
liuing at l.H. we may gain a special kind of knowledge - enlightenment -
through our ethnic diuersity. It is said that in knowledge is power. I 
belieue that the understanding and awareness generated by institutions 
like l.H. is a power greater than all ciuilisations and all religions that 
haue euer eHisted on the face of this planet. Religions and 
Nation-States haue always bred - and still breed - ignorance, fear, war, 
pain and deuisiueness. During the Renaissance, it was the Humanist 
Mouement which initially challenged the might of the Catholic Church 
and effectiuely brought_ the Western World out of the Dark Ages. Their 
search for truth ond knowledge defeated a seemingly inuincible body 
of power. In more recent history, Hitler's Nazis and other Fascist 
regimes haue used fear and ignorance to destroy opposition and hold 
power. It is only in an enlightened ciuilisation that we may preuent 
racial tensions and rule by despots. That is the beauty of the goal of 
International House. 
I emphasise this point because I feel that there are those who do 
not appreciate its true worth and do not capitalise on their 
aduantageous and priuileged position. I feel sorry for residents who do 
not deuelop a sense of community and settle into their own little cliques 
and enclaues with only narrow contact with others. So I encourage you 
all in 1988 and beyond to open up to eueryone in college - make the 
first moue if necessary. To those who are leauing, appreciate l.H.'s 
purpose and spread the tolerance,· knowledge and understanding you 
haue gained to others. Remember: 
"As Li9ht bi9ets Li9ht, so Love, frienc!ship anc! 9ooc!wi.LL are passec! 
from one another. 
We, who have come from many nations to Live in one f eLLowship in 
'LnternationaL House promise one another to pass the Li9ht wherever we 90." 
'Byron � (jreen. 
'Editor . 
. � 
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Continuity and Change 
Nineteen eighty-seven has seen a number of changes at International House: 
new lawns ,  a new garden, new catering arrangements ,  new national flags , new 
telephones ,  Tower and Residence Suppers , Dining-In Nights , a new House Manager, 
and a new Warden. As your new Warden I have been responsible for many of these 
changes . 
The changes , however, have not been change simply for the sake of change . 
They have been designed to provide continuity with the past activities of I .H.  I have 
been very impressed by the ethos that has developed at I .H. : its lack of formality, its 
emphasis on a family-like sense of community, its willingness  to discuss and explorte 
issues at depth, and its goal of developing international understanding and tolerance. 
The family like sense of community has been enhanced by the Tower and 
Residence Suppers and by the leadership offered by our Catering, House and Office 4i1 
Managers .  Under the capable direction of our Catering Manager, Diane Tavella, we 
have changed from Nationwide Catering Service to International House Catering, 
thus enabling us to continue the family-like relationship between catering staff and 
residents while at the same time becoming more efficient and even training our own 
staff. The joint development of the front garden by Catering and House staff as well as 
residents was a dramatic example fo the close relationship that exists . 
Likewise, our new House Manager, Ted Wilson, has become one of the family. 
His work in the garden and his leadership of the cleaning team has continued to 
make I .H.  a friendly, comfortable, and pleasant place to live . In the office , Joan 
Bowerman, who has the most person-to-person contact out of all of us , continues to set 
the example of understanding, patience,  courtesy and consideration that permeates -
the college. 
Discussion and exploration of a range of issues have taken place in the Tower 
and Residence Suppers and at various dinners where we have entertained Rotarians 
and other visitors .  Dining-In Nights are part of I .H.  history and their revival this 
year has contributed to a stimulating, intellectual life in college . 
Changes in the area of international understanding and tolerance are much 
harder to pinpoint. I was interested to read comments by the foundation Warden, 
Ivor Cribb , in the 1980 edition of Kanyana. He recalls the soul searching by many I .H. 
residents over many years concerning the attainment (or non-attainment) of the I.H. 
ideals - this is obviously an area that is not completely straightforward. 
·1 
Apart from the obvious symbolism of our embryonic (and possibly aborted!) flag 
collection , I have made few changes  that have affected the development of 
international understanding and tolerance . But I have been able to stress continuity 
and the importance of our ideals to guide b ehaviour and deci sion-making. I 
encouraged the editors of Jen to aim to achieve its original objective of fostering and 
affirming brotherhood at I .H.  through exploration and resultant understanding of 
important international issues .  Like Pete Janssen, I .H.S .C .  President in 1980 , the 
year of Jen' s birth, I congratulate the editors and I hope that Jen develops in such a 
way that it exemplifies "profesionalism and balance which [will] make it a unique 
piece of literature on campus ,  and one that offers something for everybody." 
Next year, I hope to initiate several changes that wil l  foster our ideal: 
language tables ,  EXPO involvement,  the employment of a tutor in English as as 
I second language , and added focus on our ideals and objectives  during 0-Week etc. 
But more about these next year. 
Let me conclude by quoting Bill Tranter, 1974 I .H.S .C .  President: 
Let us a[[ hope that we can aU continue to sti-ive foi­
oui- iciea[s i-emembei-in9 that "iciea[s ai-e [i�e the stai-s; 
we wi[[ not succeeci in touchin9 them with oui- hancis, 
but [i� the seafai-in9 man on the ciesei-t of watei-s we 
choose them as oui- 9uicie anci fo[[owin9 them i-each 
oui- ciestiny. " 
v ,.J 
Dr Neil Holm. 
Warden. 

[ff> Vegetable Report.l.. 
After a couple of years in the smooth running concrete rat nest of 
International House ,  something funny would surely happen, and happen it didn't, 
anticlimax was the rule of tastein this veritable work of foreign delights . All was as 
it seemed even though things are being not good and generally always socially 
paralytic and the brain hibernates through the storm of academic surf, which 
when attempted to ride was often found to pound you down quite unlike a candle 
blowing gently in a summer morning drink beside a J uke box playing Arnold 
Laynes and the beautiful peoples '  laundry fancies .  
But don't give up yet I have still some things to remember. Wise  men come 
and go , and all avoid our House ,  which if it was in the middle of the street provided 
laughs for the many magnificent castles of shimmering gold which often layed 
waste the infestation of brilliant sportspersons which our scholars so eagerly sent 
into the fray. Combinations of nerve impulses  provide all and sundry with a 
realistic opinion of life in an asylum. I say give me an inch and I will take an inch 
of memory from your moneybox and wave it in your face and dance away like a 
madman in a brilliant shower of Jacaranda petals which reach after me to cover 
me in a warm womb of pleasure . Turn you might and turn you will , the shadow 
will still remain and the song remains ,  eh Pat? But the nom de plume will never be 
said and things shall remain obviously unobvious .  A lot of bad karma may be 
encountered with a piece of literature such as this .  They say that clothes maketh 
the man and this goes without saying. That it i s  really quite obviously not quite 
good. Some faces drill my mind with an effervescent feeling of lack-lustre . Who 
couldn't say that it i sn't hard to get more than a handful of airheads in one 
complex .  
Sadly, the hand is coming to  a slowed pace of leavingness .  How can you 
leave this place withour some memories of this bubble of fantasy land with manic 
depression, smiling faces and energetic good  mornings regardless  of morning, 
noon or more later than morning and noon together. The tables and chairs and TV 
set will look nice next to my telescope .  But more to the point the Vegetable Club 
remained unsupported and unfinanced by the Student Club . But membership fees 
were high and GPA's were sold to the highest Buddha. "Can you tell a green field 
from a cold steel rail . . ." I shall step away and fly down to the realness of life in the 
life lane and the simple joys of living in an environment of hard cold reality. Not 
wishing to state the obvious but, have a fun time, it gets really bad when years begin 
to sound like "The Inkspots" played over and over and over. 
The life in D-Tower 4th is becoming painfully planned and rebels to 
harmony and joy are many and some 's  complex thinking would leave snail s in 
foaming tangles of excrement and something. To all the girls they've loved before 
and to all you lonely hearts which smoulder in the corner and make the carpet 
soggy. You all ring up the dial-tone and all you hear is a laugh which is wooden 
and probably recorded with voices all in harmony singing frustration and the 
leaders of all . Cutting, eh? I have read to all the thinkings of the few, always you 
will be  there ,  the idiosyncracies  and small-mindednnes s  which remains in the 
halls and things connected with memories .  And for the finale to a bright spark of 
curiosity and absurdity. May you all have a nice time and I hope you all find 
yourselves sometime in the alleys of life and discover yourselves yourself. 
'1YEJ'i2{ "'l(j wi" :J .511 1\._'BJ'LFl(,'J.l 
... , 
/ 
President's Report 
The object of the I .H.  Student Club es sentially revolves around fostering 
international understanding amongst its members , the residents of International 
House .  In spite of the various other functions that the Student Club has assumed over 
the years this primary aim has not changed and we should endeavour to keep on 
promoting it now and in the future . 
The question rises every year, whether the Student Club has been successful in 
its ba,sic function, through providing the opportunity and encouragement to all its 
members to become involved.  I hope that everyone feels that they did get that 
opportunity, and that through putting into the Student Club , they also gained from the 
experience. 
In February 1987 I ,  as  most other General C ommittee Members I 'm sure,  
"dived" into my new job with great enthusiasm and great expectations of this college, 
my fellow residents and not least of all of myself. 1987 , the year of change; a new 
Warden, a new B .O .G .  exec and of course a new Student Club General Committee .  
My primary aims (for those of you who remember my brief policy speech in  October 
1986) were to decrease the college fees (a grand ideal) ;  to improve college integration 
(if possible ,  an even grander ideal) ;  and to effectively convey the opinions of the 
students to the new Warden (and vice-versa).  
One learns quickly that college integration and college fees  are is sues too 
complex to be solved in a few easy steps .  I feel that this years Student Club has dealt 
fairly effectively with both areas . A brandnew "International Awareness Committee" 
was appointed with one of its main aims being to increase awareness  amongst 
residents of each others interests . This approach was adopted on the realisation that 
integration should be achieved through a process  of "facilitation" .  Anyone who has 
been willing to get involved in college life this year has ,  I feel,  had ample opportunity 
to do so ;  those who didn't missed out by their own decision. The B .O .G .  Reps .  have 
voiced the residents' opinions with regard to the college fees ,  and we've been assured 
that fees will only increase minimally for 1988. 
Organisation-wise ,  I.H. had a very successful year, our Soiree and Ball were 
amongst the best yet as were many of our other achievements and events .  Thanks 
should go to all those who did contribute, and I'm pleased to say that that includes the 
great majority of collegians. 
I have learnt a great deal about other people and myself this year, and I am 
grateful for the opportunity of being so closely involved in the affairs of the I .H. 
Student Club . The rewards for being involved in an organisation such as our Student 
Club are not easy to define , but I'm sure all of us who did make an effort to contribute 
in 1987 will reap the rewards in the long run. 
To all those staying at I .H.  next year, I hope you maintain your involvement 
and interest in the activities of Student Club ,  and give Simon and his committee as 
much support as I and my committee received this year. Good luck to you all . 
'Bert Pruim. 
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Vice-President's Report 
Well,  so  draws to a close another chapter in the I.H. book, but no doubt it has 
been one of the most important chapters , with the year providing both highlights and 
lowlights. 
Inevitably, in a report such as this ,  we always seem to meet that indomitable 
quantity of I.H. college spirit ,  or lack thereof. Fortunately, I think one of the 
highlights of the year was the new found enthusiasm displayed by I.Hians in 
sporting, social and other activities. Just look at the success  on the sporting field, 
whether it be in winning or participating, and the record number of people attending 
the annual I.H. ball. All of this can be put down to increased input from most 
sections of college, and all of you should be congratulated for putting the effort in and 
I hope that just rewards were gained for your efforts. 
On the other side of the coin, one of the less  impre ssive aspects was my 
incompleteness in terms of Sunday Suppers. First semester was fine, we no less than 
six Sunday Suppers , all of which were a great success ,  and of a standard the cooks 
and all contributors could be proud of. Second semester Sunday Suppers were 
noticeably less frequent and for that I owe all of you an apology - no excuses .  Thanks 
heaps to Kathy, Di ,  and all of the kitchen staff for their able assistance in the 
presentation of Sunday Suppers. 
One of the other more important Vice-Presidential duties was to organise a 
photograph of all you people. Although I am not reknowned as an early starter, the 
tradition continued and the snap was shot at around 6:45am one sunny Tuesday 
morning. I hope you enjoyed the early start ,  because I didn't. (One note for future 
years: if you read the 1985 Kanyana, the V-P recommended that we do not use the 
University Photographer.  Well , I did ,  and all I can do i s  endors e  that 
recommendation - bypass the Uni in your search for a good photographer.) 
Gladly, one of the more tedious duties of the V-P, that of organising phone-duty 
was relieved of me with the introduction of the new phone system. After a few 
hiccups and stutters the new system seems to be working well so let's hope that it 
stays that way. However, many thanks to those people in first semester who fulfilled 
their duty on the phone roster. We didn't have one night where the phone were 
unmanned .  
The last major task of the V-P i s  that of submitting articles to the "ICC 
Chronicle" and my thanks to Janine Del D ot and Wyatt Pruim for submitting the first 
article of the year, and I hope you enjoyed the articles .  
Finally, I would like to  say that, because of  the limited duties of  the V-P's job is 
very much what you make of it. Perhaps I did not make as much of my position as I 
could/should have,  but I have thoroughly enjoyed the experience and I hope you 
enjoyed having me as V-P. Thanks to the '87 exec, particularly Bert, who did a superb 
job as President, and best of luck to Kelly Weir who fills the Vice-Presidential shoes in 
1988. 
1\{J6ert 'Wa{po{e. 
Treasurer's Report 
What a better place to start my report than at the start of the year and our 
0-week celebrations , or rather, hard work. It turned out to be a prosperous week for 
the student club due to big efforts by all at the Toga Party resulting in a profit of 
appro:ximately $3000 . 
This money put together with our student club fee of $35 per person (the lowest 
on campus) set us up for a tremendous year socially as well as enabling us to 
purchase a piano for $1 1 85. 
First semester went off without any hassles .  We were able to subsidise the 
Dinner Dance for $500 which turned out to be a brilliant night. (If you can remember 
it. ) NB Jon can't - Ed. 
As usual, we have continued to support our sponsor child through World 
Vision and kept a somewhat steady stream of newspapers in the common room (if 
they don't go walking to people 's  room's) .  
Once again, the social scene was the highlight of our spending in second 
semester. This time, it was the I .H. Ball at the Hilton which we were able to subsidise 
to the tune of $750.  
During the year, I opened a new bank account with Commonwealth Bank in 
order to earn some decent interest on our idle funds .  Our present balance is  
approximately $2000 , however we are yet to pay for this edition of Kanyana which 
should then leave us with about $700 to see in the New Year. 
Well , it is that time of the year again as exams are drawing to an end (for the 
lucky ones of us) as we must pass on our responsibilities to the new committee and 
wish them all the best for 1988. I hope they can learn as much from their experiences 
as I have had the opportunity to do this year through my position on the executive . 
Best of luck to Michael Overland in 1988. 
Jon 'Tayfor. 
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Athletics 
On the whole , an excellent day with the small , but enthusiastic  group who 
comp eted p erforming very well indeed .  The fact that it rained dulled the 
performances slightly, but there were quite a few results which stood out . The 
determination of D avid Laing, Craig Gilmour and Niilo Gobius in the distance 
events ,  the spring of Adrian Kelly in the jumps ,  the strength and sureness  of Craig 
Flockhart' s throw, and finally the fleetness  of Greg, Adrian, Brian and Adam in the 
short sprints . Truly a glorius day. Still to be run is  the mens hurdles .  At present 
I .H.  men hit the rankings at number 3 with 57 points defeating Emmanuel and 
Cromwell . . . .. .  Again. 
From the six women who competed , I.H. performed extremely well , defeating 
Cromwell to gain 6th place . Laura Listopad formed the backbone of the team coming 
first in hurdles ,  and second in the 1 OOm and long jump. Between these events Laura 
crossed country to put the shot. 
Carmel threw strongly in Javelin narrowly missing third to finish fourth. Emma 
made the transformation from long to short distance and ran a valiant 200m. 
Finally our relay team of Laura, Gigi , Melinda and Michelle Brousson came in 
fifth (and we didn't drop the bottom). 
Many thanks to all supporters and competitors who managed to find the spirit of 
the day. 
(jreg %i[fer & (jigi Sutton. 
EVENT MEN PLACE WOMEN PLACE 
lOOm GregM. 2nd LauraL. 2nd 
200m GregM. 2nd Emma A 
400m GregM. 
800m DavidL. 
1500m Craig G. 
hurdles LauraL. lst 
long jump Adrian K. 3rd LauraL. 2nd 
triple " AdrianK. 2nd 
high " Adrian K. 4th 
shotput DavidL. LauraL. 
discus Craig G. LauraL. 3rd 
javelin Craig F. Carmel B. 4th 
4x100relay Greg, Adrian, Laura, Gigi, 
Adam, Brian. 4th Melinda, Michelle 5th 
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Board of Governors {BOG} 
At present the major topic concerning the BOG is  repair to the concrete cancer 
of A,B,C and D towers . This is decay of the parapets caused by inadequate drainage of 
water . The cost of repair is  at present quoted at $26 OOO per tower and as this is way 
ab ove what has been budgeted for maintenance and repairs it  will probably 
necessitate a loan. The work on each tower will be conducted over the Christmas 
holiday period and is apparently dirty and noisy. Because of this the warden would 
like a loan sufficient to do all the towers at once , as he feels the work will threaten 
I .H. 's ability to cater for conferences .  Other board members would like the work 
conducted over 2-4 holiday periods to reduce loan repayments . 
The BOG has fo rmally opp o s ed the plan for the 1 2- storey student 
accommodation block proposed for Sir Fred Schonnel Drive . They believe the building 
will be a "social disaster" for students as it will not provide pastoral care , recreational 
areas, or counselling. 
BOG has made provision for students not studying at U of Q to be residents at 
I.H. This was particularly in regard to Rotary Scholars ,  but was extended to include 
cases of exceptional merit. The Board expressed their surprise  at the number of 
students currently living at I .H. who study at QIT as  this i s  outside of the 
Constitution. 
The Board plans to put acoustic tiles in the student lounge beneath the dining 
room. This would improve the rooms suitability for Rotary conferences and suchlike . 
It replaces a proposal to have a sliding door subdivision placed in the dining room. 
Simon Pic/(f.ring. 
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Food Report 
I think that most residents will agree that the general quality of our food this 
year was of a very acceptable standard. Let's hope that this continues into 1988. 
Many changes occurred in the kitchen and food scene this year. First of all ,  
renovations and extensions to the kitchen were finished. This included an office for 
the Catering Manager, a new serving area and a larger dish-washing and cleaning 
area .  Additions included a coffee dispensing machine , a garbeurator ,  and more 
recently a juice dispensing machine ; the microwave was installed in the dining 
room. New systems of collecting late meals and of serving salads also this year. 
With regard to the food itself, great debate raged for a while over the salad we 
were receiving for lunch. Both the new and old systems were reviewed by the Kitchen 
Staff and the Warden and it was determined that the new system would prevail. 
Much of the college was divided over the issue which made the decision difficult. 
Despite the usual grumble and moans , 1 987 was a satisfactory year regarding 
food and our stomachs satisfaction! The many changes can only be  a good omen for 
the future. 
Good Luck in 1 988! 
Iffr@ <jo6ius. 
Shop 1987 
Although, financially, shop in 1 987 didn't have a big year, the improvements 
made have been significant. 
BOG gave us the go-ahead too paint shop with their financial backing. 
Although it took six months to happen, shop ' s  multicoloured interior has done 
wonders for the atmosphere . Thanks to Therese and Kelly (and all those who looked 
on in horror) for putting in the hard work. 
The new fridge which cost the shop $280 has also been a plus . Now with a 
useable freezer space , Winter dining at shop will be a possibility. 
Unfortunately, due too and excessive amount of " loss of stock" , prices have 
skyrocketed towards the end of second semester . But, by next year things will be 
reasonable once more . 
Thankyou to everyone who has had anything to do with shop. It has given me 
and opportunity to run a small time business  - along with all of the headaches. Shop 
is a viable part of Student Club that serves college as a whole and should be kept that 
way, profit or no profit. 
'l(atfiy 'Tayfor. 
Girl's Basketball 
The I.H. Girl ' s  Basketball Team:  - interesting 
- rough and ready 
- humorous 
- enthusiastic. 
Even though the team did not manage to actually win a game, the I.H. girls 
did their very best. Let' s face it - if the odds hadn't been against us from the start ... 
well things may have been completely different! The ready encouragement we often 
received from the coaches ,  Pat & Ken, was disasteful to the highly skilled referees for 
some reason. 
We were a team of midgets fighting Amazons from Women ' s ,  Emmanuel ,  
Grace and the like. Can we help it  if most of us thought that dribbling was just 
something that i sn't socially acceptable ; and travelling was what most of us had 
wanted to do for all of our lives !  But apart from a few difficulties ,  the team did us 
proud with their fighting spirit and readiness  to give it a go. Thanks to all those who 
played, coached,  and supported the team - and to Craig. 
P.S. Remember, there's always next year. 
Men's Basketball 
0 wins. 6 losses. 
Thanx to the Yanks. 
Hi 
S teplianie 'Daves on 
Luv Swn (jriffitlis. 
(( 
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Cellar Club Report 
After breaking into our new home , literally, we came across  a six-pack of Q2 
and a bottle of tequila; an inauspicious start for the mighty keyholders . The ranks 
quickly swelled to 80 plus as 0-week showed the freshers the many virtues of BEER. 
One boat race led to another and 0-week finished in style .  
Having evaded the Federal , State and Local Constabularies ,  cellar thrived in 
its corrupts and evil second life .  A few Friday afternoon sessions and late night 
fridge sittings followed, and with the blessing of the Doc ,  cellar' s first semester had 
successfully ended. 
After some high flying cellar key holders were bestowed with the honour of car 
rally convenors , the second semester began to roll .  Following this success ,  we set 
about the serious task of organising Soiree ' s  INTERNATIONAL BEER GARDEN. 
Thanks must go to Tim who made the cleaning job that much more pleasant. 
We were happy we could support the successes of our I .H. sporting teams (but 
please ,  don't ever win ICC).  Thanks to those who made the effort to attend pre-dinner 
drinks and other C ellar functions . We hope our service and availability was 
satisfactory throughout the year. 
Best of luck to next year's keyholders. 
](; 
Car Rally Report 
After the hour of meticulous planning, the 1 987 Car Rally was always going to 
be an entertaining event. 
Jwe Chiek (alias 'Kit') and the "Pegasus" didn't disappoint us .  At the first 
roundabout some 200m from the college they went for the big bonus points by bouncing 
a cyclist off of their bonnet. Unfortunately for Jwee and his crew, the "road-warrior" 
was able to walk away and so the points dwindled. 
I 'm not sure where the contestants went after the flag fell , but the writer and 
the rest of the officials headed off to the finish of the first leg at the airport. Waiting 
for us was not a plane to sunny climes  (funded by embessled cellar funds and car 
rally fees) ,  but an Erich Shulz inspire ambulance who had set a good time up front. 
The officials wiled away the following hour greeting other contestants and sipping a 
well earned beer in the airport lounge . 
Having sent all the rallyers to the following destinations known only to us, we 
took a shortcut to the Beenleigh Rum Distillery, which conveniently was only a 
six-pack away. 
By now, quite thirsty due to the rigours of such a high pressure event, the 
officials drank lustily from the bribes which came this way. (All , of course ,  except for 
Gumbie the driver who partook only of sausage rolls ) .  Special mention here for 
Melinda Power who scored big bonus points for the "Soiree" team with a well thought 
out bribe of chips .  
The officials were now running like a well-oiled machine and happily let 
Gumbie convey them to the finish line at Broadbeach on the Gold Coast. We were 
again greeted  by the ambulance and Pat Fountain' s  "Bees".  The contestants quickly 
rolled in and so did the bribes .  The Bees had brought us a keg, but unfortunately it 
was empty. Not so lacking in foresight, Kathy Taylor' s "Roman Orgy" seduced the 
now weary officials with cheese and champagne on the beach. Adding to their fastest 
time and the occassional right answer on their questionnairre , this was the title 
clinching performance . 
Best costume went to Wyatt Pruim' s "Air Libya" who looked splendid at the 
airport. The "Bee  Consortium" of Pat Fountain and Michael Lyons took out the best 
bribes  (personal favours in bed) and we were going to give the slowest time to Sho, but 
he didn't turn up. 
Thanks must go to all of the contestants for making the car rally such an 
enjoyable event, but special thanks must go to "US" because be did a damn good job ! !  
'Tfie Ceffar Cfo6 Committee. 
Choir Report 
. . .  from humble beginnings , the first International House Choir makes its 
mark in the musical world . . .  
Our premiere performance was at the ICC Choral Festival on Sunday, 20 
September. There was a great response to our call for singers who , after only four 
weeks· of rehearsals ,  put on an entertaining and memorable performance. 
However,  it was not all smooth going. Two days before our scheduled 
performance ,  we were told (very nicely! ) " . . .  it ' s not just a few mistakes here and 
there . It' s all wrong . . .  " ,  but that didn't dampen our enthusiasm! In the words of 
Emma, "We've all put a lot of work into this ,  and it i.§. meant to be a fun thing." (Good 
on ya Emma! )  
Well ,  other problems . . .  Chris and his identity crisis - was h e  a tenor o r  a 
bass? Rehearsal times - ooooohh, headache ! !  The first and only time the complete 
I .H. Choir came together was at the performance itselfl Even that was an amazing 
feat considering we had to do without Illka, our leading soprano and choir convenor; 
Niilo had to rush back from a wedding; Mark risked all speeding back from Buderim 
(after spending the whole weekend learning his words?? ! ) ;  Michelle arrived with half 
a voice after a day at the footy ( "YAY BROTHERS") ;  and Sharon, who had spent the 
whole week yelling at everyone ,lost her voice!  And . . .  shock, horror . . .  one hour before 
the performance , we discovered that we had no bass guitarist! ! Desperate attempts 
were made to find a ring-in who could match Robbie ' s  singing talents , leaving him 
free to display his skill on the bass guitar, but this proved to be a hard task! 
In the end, however, we did manage - even looking slightly professional in 
borrowed academic gowns !  Actually, we didn't sing too badly . . .  that i s ,  if the 
response from the audience was anything to go by. (It wouldn't have had anything to 
do with the fact that half the audience were I .H.ers, would it?) 
Thanks to everyone who did come to the Choral Festival , and especially to those 
who participated in the Choir. All in all , the choir turned out to be  quite a successful 
first for I .H. and we hope it can be continued in future years . 
Sharon Choo ana :Jvficlulle 'Brosnan. 
Sopranos Altos Tenors Basses 
l llka Astrid Gauin M-S. Niilo 
Emma A. Lilanthe Chris W. (?) Robbie 
Ayshanie Robyn Mark Chris W. (?) 
Barbara Sharon William 
Michelle 
l.H. Female Sports. 1987 
1 987 has been a very successful year for I .H. women on the sporting field. 
Participation has continued at a high level throughout the year with competitors 
from lst through to 4th year and post-grad students . We managed to field teams in 
every event with the exception of rowing - but that is a bit a hard to do without a boat. 
Convenors proved to have the skills which I had expected and not only had 
teams at games on time , but even managed serious practice .  My thanks go to 
Melinda, Carmel , Steff, Adele , Kelly, Liz and Therese .  
lst semester saw squash take a more stable path under the leadership of 
Melinda Power. 
Field sports for 1 st semester included Hockey and Touch Football . Several 
girls played three and four sports this semester and my thanks especially to them. 
Congratulations to Carmel for making the I .C . C .  Touch Football and to Kel for 
attending the meeting! 
Touch Football generated a lot of interest this year. Mainly because we sported 
a competitive and successful team. Now that everyone knows how to play, we should 
move from third to first place in 1 988. Many thanks to Robert and Kel (we just loved 
those training sessions) .  Both Hockey and Touch place a considerable drain on 
numbers from our fifty residents , and not once were we without a team. 
Basketball sported an older team this year and the input of our two resident 
Americans gave us something to aim for - a game plan I think it's called, a relatively 
new occurrence for the I.H. Basketball team. 
One cold sorry night in first semester, six girls ventured to the pool to 
represent all the shy retiring athletes who remained in their room to watch 
"Magnum" . My thanks to Robin, Illka, Gigi , Kelly, Wendy M. , and Emma A. 
After the break, I .H. women hit the field in Tennis ,  Softball, Netball ,  
Volleyball , and Athletics .  We came 5th in the Tennis as a result of a great team 
effort and for the first time since 1 984, I .H. had no difficulty in fielding a softball 
team. Fielding was solid and although batting was "a  little patch" we managed to 
enjoy ourselves while making all opponents work defeating Cromwell and getting 
Carmel selected into the ICC team. 
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I.H. refused to forfeit the Netball competition even though numbers were tight 
and Volleyball saw good individual and team efforts . Everyone developed their 
talents throughout the season and I see a lot of potential for the team in 1988. My 
congratulations to Therese and Ryanne on their ICC selection. 
The athletics  carnival was a very pleasing day for thos e  who competed, 
supported and officiated (thanks Niilo ) .  Outstanding efforts were made by Laura 
Listopad and good contributions were made by others . It was most pleasing to see 
the spectator turn-out. 
Emma Adams came home third in the individual triathlon and 1 8th in the 
cross-country with Michelle Brousson, Liz Swan and Emma finished 7th in teams 
cross-country. Michelle also competed with Faris  and Andrew MacLaren in the 
teams triathlon. 
In reflection I am pleased with our efforts thi s year. Over thirty girls 
competed in sport and support throughout the year was consistent. Next year looks 
to be a strong year with the maj ority of sporting women returning for another hit, 
dig, stroke or pass.  I hope we take the time to put the effort into sport in 1988 and are 
able to reap the rewards: friendship, sporting success and involvement in college . 
I 
�'"JJf1 ' -.;..,<,,j,,. -'j, ' " 
(jigi Sutton. 

Men's Hockey 
1987 marks the beginning of the recovery stage for the I .H.  Men's Hockey. 
Although our final ladder position (6th) remains the same, all other aspects of the 
game_ were better than the last three years . There was more enthusiasm and courage 
(i . e .  more injuries) ,  and more reserves . The �mpporting crowds were larger and 
prettier, the results were better: 2-0 vs Union, and 1-1 vs Emmanuel. There were 
more goals by us (two each by Mazlin Mokhtar, Chris Wering & K.Y. Wong, and one 
by Adrian Candaten) and fewer goals against us (thanks to Cromwell only scoring 12 
of the 27) .  
Many new and inexperienced players joined the team this year and it was their 
enthusiasm and quick-learning that ensured I .H. is a team on the improve and a 
team to watch. The 1987 team was : A. Candaten {Captain}; A.  Doblo;  M. 
Khatri ; M. Lee ;  V. Lim; R. McLaughlin; G. MacGregor-Skinner; M. bin Mokhtar; 
M. Paterson; W. Pruim; R. Soong; M. Talbot; G. Towerton; C .  Walker; C. Wering; 
and K.Y. Wong. 
Individually, no-one really stood out, but everyone gave their best to produce a team 
that worked well together, played well together, and had some fun together. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the players and supporters for 
their contributions to the team and look forward to even better results in '88. 
5'larian Cantiaten. 
Women's Hockey 
11/53 girls? No ! 11/26 girls? No ! No ! 11/15 girls? That's more like it! But the 
odds are still against you. Hockey is  at 8:00 a.m. on SATURDAY mornings! ! 
1987 and the hockey team! Well ,  not the best of years but we certainly have not 
deteriorated from last year! A year in which I've seen the players improve individual 
ball skills, show a greater commitment and a more positive attitude towards the 
sport. We need to work on our team work though! 
Thanks to all those who "made" the team and played and special thanks to those 
girls who stood in for us (after being woken at 7 : 55 a .m.  for an 8 :00 a.m. game! ) 
Thanks a lot. 
Thanks also must be extended to the 1987 Men' s Hockey Team and Adrian 
Candaten for letting the girls train with them and giving us a game on occasions!!! 
(Hey, it is always nice to have the girl§ around! ! ! )  
Thanks a lot team and better luck to the 1988 team. 
5'lde{e 'Rflm. 
l 
, 
0-Week '87 
What happened to our shy, quiet,  unassuming first years that entered our 
illustrious International House at the start of 0-Week '87?  By the end of the week, 
mo st had well-known identities which just goes  to show that 0-Week worked. This 
year, the new students seemed to fit right into I .H. with little encouragement from the 
0-Week committee and were enthusiastic and willing to help whenever needed. This 
can be seen by the large number of people that turned up for the outings as well as the 
"support" we received from them at Toga Party. 
Some of the most successful outings were to the Ice- skating, Amazons 
Waterworld,  the City Rally, and up to Bribie Island. And, of course ,  there was the 
"Getting to know you night". Little did we know that they would get to know one 
another as well as they did! 
Congratulations to all of the first years who were so keen and willing to 
participate as well as the 0-Week committee who kept the week running smoothly. 
Let' s hope that next year will be as successful . 
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l.H. Rugby 
What a year! ! TWO tries!!! A breaking of the ten-point barrier! A shock to 
John' s !  Wlbiati at ieBtm! 
Yes ,  a truly ecstatic year of football for the I .H. first X and the ring-in first V. 
A group of not so skilled but very dedicated and gutsy !Hers put in one of the best 
rugby seasons of recent years and gave all those GPS f#**®t teams a run for their 
money. I think the looks on the faces of a dispirited John's after our 12-19 "victory" (it 
may as well have been the grand final win for us ! )  and a beautiful Fish try from a 
marvellous scrum on the John' s 5 yard line, will live forever in our memories .  And 
to see a divided Leo ' s  abusing each other after the wooden-spooners ,  I .H. , scored a try 
against them (courtesy of Sho) against what was supposedly the "gun-team" was 
worth at least 15 beers .  Everybody in the team put in a marvellous effort and what we 
lacked in skill was certainly made up for in spirit. The beauty of the I .H.  team was 
that we were just "inspired amateurs" against "professional" teams who had started 
training in May, and who were out there to win.  We went out to play and, by Jove, 
that is  just what we did.  It is  a credit to the whole team that if one made a mistake , it 
was "don't worry mate", or "never mind digger", rather the "@? ! ! .  . .  " we heard from 
the other teams. This helped give the team a certain intimacy (and I don't just mean 
scrums) and camaraderie which was worth as much as the glory (if any! ) to , I think, 
the whole team. 
I 'd like to thank all of the fellas who played and came back to get new bruises 
and scratches week after week, and I'd like to thank all those supporters who made 
us feel like the heroes we obviously are (well, maybe not . . .  ). We went in as underdogs 
in every game , but we came-out - in our own way and spirit - by far on top of all those 
knuckle -draggers .  
Good  on  the lot of you, you're all true diggers . Here ' s  to the great 
Black-and-Gold of 1988! ! 
(jum6ie {'R.P6 AfcLaugfifin}. 
42-171-8� 
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W omen's Volleyball 
The I .H. team of living legends did much to enhance its image yet �gain tl1:is year. 
Unfortunately however, while much potential was eyident, me�bers com�1tments 
to numerous other activitie s ,  deprived us of a higher possible place in I .C .C . 
rankings - and we had to be content with sharing equal 5th place with Duchesne 
College . 
Many thanks to all players , especially thos� dedicated few who mad� t�e effort to 
attend every training session. I would also hke to extend my appreciation to our 
coach, Adam, for his efforts . 
'Tfierese 'De( 'Dot. 
P.S.  Special congratulations to Ryanne Rangiah on her ICC team selection. 
Soccer 
As always ,  soccer brought together many different people . This year the I.H. 
World XI was very skilful and as in previous years had a lot of potential . However, 
as in previous years,  it also seemed to have a fear of winning. 
At first, I thought we wouldn't win a game , especially after loosing easily to Union 
College in a pre-season warm.:up match. This feeling was quickly dismissed when 
I .H. shocked the former ICC Champions , Leo ' s ,  in a 1-1 draw. The team showed a 
lot of determination and ability. We followed this goo d  performance with a 
convincing 3-1 win over Cromwell . Everything was looking great until Emmanuel 
narrowly defeated us , 1-0, in an I .H. dominated game. 
The wheels fell of the I.H. Soccer Team against Kings who defeated us 4-1. This 
was disappointing since I .H.  had a far superior side . 
We tried to correct the mistakes against Kings by thrashing Union, except that 
Union beat us 1-0. They scored a good goal from the only time they entered our goal 
mouth. 
Now full of disappointment, the I .H. World XI played an excellent game against 
John' s .  Although we lost, the determination was there ,  and if luck would have been 
on our side , we could have won. 
I would like to thank all those people involved with the side . It was an enjoyable 
experience. I would also like to thank the several supporters .  
(jaretfi Pic�ring 
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Social Report 
Having been thrown headfirst into the j ob of Social Convenor in July, I found 
that there was plenty of support and assistance given by the social committee and 
those on the General Committee .  The most unusual thing I first found was being 
chairman of the social committee rather than a member. I had to think back to first 
semester social events to try and think of what I should be doing in second semester. 
Semester II kicked off with a Wine and Cheese night, held for the benefit of 
new people arriving in college. This gave them a chance to mix and meet everyone 
else and become a little better acquainted with college life .  Next off was an afternoon 
luncheon with Cromwell behind G-Tower with two musicians and a few joke-tellers 
keeping us entertained for the afternoon. Thanks must go to D avid Keir, Steff 
Daveson, and Kelly Weir and others for the organisation fo these two events. 
The first event that I officially attended as Social Convenor was a barbeque for 
all of college . Volleyball became and attraction for the afternoon and Cellar provided 
drinks for everyone. A good time was had by all and many people followed the BBQ 
with a night out on the town! 
The major social function of the semester was the I .H. Ball held at the Hilton 
International on September 1 1 . 1 41 people attended, with a $750 subsidy provided by 
the Student Club.  I believe that this was the best turn up we've ever had for this 
function. We started off the evening with free pre-dinner drinks at college and then 
taxied into the Hilton where we had a wonderful four-course meal and then danced 
the night away at the Hilton Red Parrot Disco and Her Majesty's Bar. Thanks must 
go to C armel Barbagallo ,  Robert Walpole , Michael Talbot and Jon Taylor for 
contributing to the success  of a wonderful Ball . 
A Mississippi/Monte Carlo Gambling Night was next on the social calendar. 
This event was not particularly well attended; however, everyone who went along to 
seemed to have a great night. Congratulations to Viane for winning the best dressed, 
and commiserations to those who bid thousands of dollars for some measly auction 
prizes . How long did the Bailey's last guys? Special thanks to the social committee 
and everyone else who helped. 
Next up , we held yet another BBQ for all of college . This was mainly due to the 
kitchen staffs landscaping exploits. However, the evening turned out to be great fun, 
with many staying on around the fire until late . 
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The following event was supposed to be Intertower Sports ! But, due to ill-fated 
circumstances (rain) , it was cancelled. Many of those who were disappointed carried 
on with their own form of sports - water bombs could be heard crashing on their 
victims from afar. Maybe next years committee will be able to successfully hold 
Intertower Sports - good luck! 
The final social event of the year was the Pre-Swot Vac Party, following the 
Valedictory Dinner. Many people were quite "happy" by this stage adn the most 
amusing (or tedious) thing was trying to get everyone 's  attention for the presentation 
of awards . Congratulation (? ! ) to the winners . 
I have had a very enj oyable and rewarding experience as Social Convenor for 
Semester II ,1987 . I would like to thank the Social Committee for the great work they 
• did , and everyone in college for attending social functions .  I hope it has been as 
wonderful a social year for you as it has been for me . Finally, I wish all the best to 
Andrew Cory and his committee for 1988. 
Jlmanda S. Af. S mi tfi. 
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S oir ee 
Soiree,  in French, means "to share an evening in the fellowship of friends. 
Soiree ,  at International House is an attempt by 1 50 students to share , not only an 
evening, but a whole day with the surrounding community. It allows the public to 
experience the internationalism we are fortunate enough to enjoy every day. We 
hope that every person attending Soiree will leave having learnt something about 
international unity, about multi-culturalism and about our college and its aims . 
Thankyou to everyone who participated in Soiree . It i s  a period of enormous 
j oint effort by people of different cultures ,  with moments of difficulty and 
disappointment, and times of great joy and happiness  (and relieO . The work load 
becomes much lighter when shared by so many willing hands . My favourite time 
will always be the Friday night before Soiree when everyone comes down to the 
dining room, pitches in and has a great time . 
A few "special" events will always stay in my mind: 
KY's economic  skills - "Where did that $500 come from ? ! " ;  
The Del Dots '  amazing display o f  legs ; 
Ayshanie's and Lilanthe ' s  grace and charm in their dancing; 
Jenine ' s  and Victor's enforcement of "Don't eat the product! " ;  and, 
David selling pavlovas without the pavlova shell - for the same price ! 
Thankyou also  to the committee members this year. Each committee did 
wonderful work and was largely self-suffici ent making the whole event run 
smoothly. Publicity was bright and colourful and was obviously noticed by 
thousands . The food was tasty and the variety reflected many cultures . Display's 
were interesting and informative , taking full advantage of the extended space 
available in and under the dining room this year. The concert ran smoothly 
providing a variety of colourful and exciting performances .  E specially applauded are 
those acts provided by some of the more talented members of college. The beer 
garden offered a good variety of overseas beers and entertained many in that happy 
corner beside G-Tower. A special thankyou to those who worked in the kitchen all 
day to provide our traditional Soiree dinner. 
Best  of  luck to  Graeme and his committee next year in 1 988 and 
congratulations on getting Soiree earmarked as a Bicentennial event. By the way, at 
the present time you have only 1 75 days until Soiree .  
'Wenay Comben. 
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Netball 
I.H.  did manage to organise a netball team for 3 games this season! Many 
thanks to the players : Melanie Simpkin; Adele Ram; Kelly Weir; Sandy Stewart; 
Raylene & Caroline Rasmussen; Liz Swan; Therese Del Dot; and Alison Holm who 
came down to practise on a number of late Wednesday nights and who bravely faced 
up to the far more experienced opposition. Thanks also to Kathy Taylor, Wendy 
Comben, Carmel Barbagallo ,  Melinda Power, Steff Daveson, and Gigi Sutton for 
getting us through the first match of the season against Emmanuel and to Jenine 
Hulsmann for her expert coaching. We gained 8 goals against Grace and were 
saved in the match against Women's  by our most talented players of the season, 
Wyatt Pruim and Cameron Taylor! !  Skirts and all , they doubled our score and 
provided much entertainment for our faithful spectators .  
Apart from a few twisted ankles and sore fingers , the team has the potential to 
become most successful and I urge those in 1 988 to have as much fun as we did and 
not to forget to include the extra male flavour. 
Liz Swan. 
Men 's Squash 
5 Wins ;  1 Loss - 2nd in I .C .C .  
Following on from last year's good performance ,  the team had aspirations for 
the elusive cup . Easy victories over Cromwell (3-1 ) and St. Leo ' s  (4-0) confirmed these 
hopes.  
It was evident from the beginning that an I .H./John's showdown would decide 
the I .C .C . winner. In the third week, with a capacity crowd of Jabbers , I .H. fought 
valiantly, even bringing desparing cries and abuse from the Jabber supporters. 
Adrian "KEMO" Kelly's comeback victory was magnificent and dented the 
opposition' s  over-inflated egos .  
Although having just suffered defeat, the I .H. quartet held no fears of King's .  
Many a celebratory beer was had after this 4-0 victory. 
We accounted for Emmanuel in a hard fought tussel {2-2 ; 8 games to 6}, when 
great team spirit lifted players to win vital games .  
Union College threw down the gauntlet after Easter by betting a carton of  beer 
upon the outcome. I .H . ,  inspired by this liquid incentive ,  ensured a 3-1 victory for 
themselves .  Union made good their wager and the I .H. four looked on with 
anticipation as their prize was purchased from the Cellar. 
So the season finished with style, as we celebrated our best result in living 
memory. 
Thanks go out to our small but loyal band of supporters and especially to my 
team-mates Adrian "KEMO" Kelly, Vaughan Andrews , and Sion "Brewery" 
Griffiths . 
(jfen 'ficfiera. 
SW I M M I N G  
The swimming carnival this year didn't seem any different from recent years 
resultwise ,  however much can be said about the spirit of the competitors . 
A notable performance came from D avid Laing with back to back races in the 
backstroke and butterfly. Thanks also to Niilo Gobius ,  Graeme Finlayson, Craig 
Gilmour, Sion Griffiths and others who participated.  
Sadly the crowd was rather thin in the I .H.  pavilion. Thanks to the three 
people who turned up as spectators only and not swimmers . 
(jraeme 'Towerton. 
Sn ooker an d Billiar d s  
This year resulted in quite an outstanding performance from I .H. considering 
the disadvantage we have in not owning a full-sized table . 
A combination of what I would prefer to call guts and raw talent (others may 
say luck) resulted in I .H.  defeating Lea ' s  and Union, draws with John's and King's 
and, sadly, two losses to the crack teams of Cromwell and Emmanuel . 
For the last few years , Adrian Candaten and Robert Soong had formed the 
backbone of our team, but this year they were out performed by newcomers Graeme 
Finlayson (who achieved three from six in Snooker) and Chris Wering (four from six 
in Billiards) .  
My thanks to others who played. We managed to produce four number one 
snooker players : Minesh Khatri ; Sion Griffiths ;  Robbie Soong; and Adrian 
Candaten. This year also sees  the chance of an ICC representative ,  Graham 
Towerton, with four from six at No . 1 Billiards.  
Thanks also to our only supporters for the year, Dr and Mrs Holm 
(jraeme 'Towerton. 
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W omen 's Tennis 
" . . .  and I hope we can do even better next year." That's how I finished off my tennis 
report at the end of '86 when the I .H.  Tennis team came sixth. Happily, 1 987 has 
seen my hope become a reality! We came FIFTH this year! ! !  (Slow but steady! ) Great 
work team! ! !  
The 1 987 team for I .H.  included: Raylene Rasmussen; Amanda Smith; Michelle 
Brosnan; and Adele Ram with Steff Daveson and Carmel Barbagallo filling in. My 
thanks to you all for playing so well ; and on those not so for giving it your best shot. 
This year I must point out Raylene Rasmussen for being the most outstanding and 
consistent player with some big wins (6-0, 6-1 ) and some close losses (4-6) .  Thanks 
Rayls ,  you played well . 
Thanks must also go to the other colleges for the friendly and sociable atmsophere 
at the matches and also for the standard of tennis ,  certainly getting better over the 
past three years . Also to those few but varied supporters who came over for various 
reasons (? ! ! )  - thanks a lot. 
Lastly, thanks again to the 1 987 team for playing so well and making my job as 
convenor easy, enjoyable, and fun! ! !  
Men 's Ten nis 
As usual , I .H.  had to scrounge around for tennis players each Thursday night. 
We were optimistic, if not over-confident until that first night against Leo's . 
We started a bit slowly but improved our performance every week and a number of 
sets were won. Without a doubt, the climax of the season was the second last match 
against Emmanuel . WE WON! ! !  
That historic night was a great team effort. It had been ? years since I .H.  had won e a tennis match, and although it came down to four sets all , we were ahead by two 
games after a thrilling nights tennis .  Robbie Soong started by winning all three sets -
singles and two doubles with Cameron Taylor. Shunichi Ishii and Wyatt Pruim (in 
his first match at the last minute) also won a set of doubles .  Cameron, Wyatt, and 
Shun all went down in very close singles matches and it was left to Robbie to carry us 
through on that momentus occasion. 
Throughout the season, our regular number 3 was Dean "KIWI" Fairbairn whose 
awe some serve and volley game presented opponents with numerous problems . 
Craig Flockhart also played and proceeded to improve every week. To round off, the 
team would like to express  its appreciation to the hundreds of people who watched 
every game - I won't embarrass you Adele. 
Cameron 'Iayfor. 
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